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Introduction

Originally written as a private letter to Cardinal Alessandro Orsini in 1616,1

Galileo’s Discourse on the Tides2 was later published as the Fourth Day in his

famous book Dialogue Concerning the Two Chief World Systems in 1632.3 Here,

it is argued that the phenomenon of the tides is the result of the Earth’s

diurnal rotation and simultaneous annual orbiting of the Sun, which Galileo

believes induces a rocking motion in the oceans and seas.4 It was therefore

proposed that the tides were clear evidence for Copernican heliocentrism.5

Since this theory of the tides has now been proved incorrect, Galileo has

been repeatedly criticised for seriously misunderstanding the phenomena

at hand, and moreover, for constructing his theory in an ad hoc manner in

order to suit his own heliocentric agenda.6 Here, I will argue that Galileo’s

tidal theory uses logical reasoning and rigorous methodology rather than

the kind of ad hoc approach described by Feyerabend.7 The discussion will
1Gigli 1995.
2Galilei 1616/1689.
3Galilei 1632/1967.
4Ibid., p. 428.
5Ibid., p. 416.
6Rescher 1990, p. 32; Cohen 2010, p. 190; Ducheyne 2006, p. 453 & p. 459.
7Feyerabend 1993.
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begin by offering an overview of Galileo’s theory and the arguments used

to substantiate it, before considering the critique made by Feyerabend. The

methodology Galileo uses to address some of the Aristotelian refutations of

the theory are then analysed.

Galileo’s proposed tidal theory

In essence, Galileo structures his Fourth Day argument by evaluating all

conceivable causations for the phenomena of the tides and eliminating all

but one. He concludes that the motion of the Earth is the only plausible

hypothesis, thus arriving at the Copernican doctrine almost entirely inde-

pendently of the assumptions and hypotheses presented in the rest of the

Dialogue. Therefore, Machamer argues that by not assuming the truth of the

Copernican doctrine nor utilising its hypotheses in his argument, Galileo

has avoided the circularity Feyerabend accuses him of in other parts of the

Dialogue.8 The only assumption made is that of the definition of natural

causes discussed earlier in the book, namely causes which avoid absurdity

and must be mechanically replicable in a model.9 This criterion appeals to

Galileo’s style of thinking, whereby he uses analogous scenarios founded on

basic geometry, terrestrial mechanics and material properties to explain his

ideas, a style similar to that of a modern physicist. When considering vari-

ous tidal effects later in his argument, he states that a particular effect ”must

be more carefully considered, because it is impossible for us to duplicate its

effects by any practical experiment”.10

It is Galileo’s intention in the Fourth Day to argue that, given the phe-

nomenon of the tides must be explainable by natural causes, the motion of

the Earth is the only plausible solution to the problem at hand. He writes:

”after having many times examined for myself the effects and

events, partly seen and partly heard from other people, which

are observed in the movements of the water . . . I have arrived at

two conclusions which were not lightly to be drawn and granted.

8Machamer 1973, p. 13.
9Ibid., p. 8.

10Galilei 1632/1967, p. 429.
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Certain necessary assumptions having been made, these are that

if the terrestrial globe were immovable, the ebb and flow of

the oceans could not occur naturally; and that when we confer

upon the globe the movements just assigned to it, the seas are

necessarily subjected to an ebb and flow agreeing in all respects

with what is to be observed in them.”11

Galileo begins by discussing natural causes in the context of the tides,

with Simplicio proposing three alternative Peripatetic tidal theories which

are then shown to be based on unnatural causes or shown to include inherent

flaws and unobserved consequences.12 Interestingly, these include the now

well established lunar theory of the tides, which was dismissed by Galileo

as he believed that if this were the case, we would see a large upward bulge

on the surface of bodies of water which would track the movement of the

Moon. Clearly, this is not observed and the theory was therefore deemed

to be false. It must be noted that Galileo was not alone in doubting this

theory, labelling it as involving ”puerilities” with ”occult properties”;13

this was a view shared by many of his contemporaries, including Francis

Bacon.14 Indeed, all three theories are refuted due to both their demonstrated

flaws and inability to be transferred to a mechanical model which could be

described mathematically.

In search of the true explanation for the tides, Galileo then looks to the

Mediterranean sea, an example, perhaps, with which his contemporaries

could all relate.15 In his characteristic discursive style, he considers the pos-

sible explanations for the observed tidal effects of this body of water, and

states that this must either be explained by a rhythmic change in the volume

of water - ”are there perchance hereabouts some abysses or openings in the

bottom of the sea through which the earth draws in and expels the water,

breathing like some immense and monstrous whale?”16 - or by movement of

the sea’s basin as a whole; no other plausible explanation exists. Dismissing
11Galilei 1632/1967, p. 417.
12Ibid., p. 419.
13Ibid., p. 462.
14Scott 2015, p. 2.
15Galilei 1632/1967, p. 422.
16Ibid., p. 423.
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the former as absurd, he then focusses on the latter explanation (which

appealed to his desire for a theory which could be modelled mechanically),

pointing out that this movement could be achieved either by rocking of the

basin’s floor or by the basin ”advancing not uniformly but with a changing

velocity, being sometimes accelerated and sometimes retarded”.17 Unsur-

prisingly, Galileo settled on the latter explanation, deeming it to be the most

reasonable and likely. He used the example of a Venetian barge boat carrying

water to reason and demonstrate this conclusion, as the effects in question

could ”be very clearly explained and made evident to the senses by means

of the example of those barges which are continually arriving from Fusina

filled with water”.18 He continued to use this thought experiment as a means

of exploring the model further throughout the Fourth Day, returning to the

case of the Mediterranean sea to apply the reasoned effects.

Galileo had in his mind identified the ”most fundamental and effective

cause of the tides”,19 but how could this accelerating effect come to be when

the Earth’s motions were known to be uniform? To explain this, Galileo

believed the annual solar orbit and diurnal rotation of the Earth summated

and cancelled one another in a rhythmic fashion, thus generating a dynamic

acceleration effect which manifests itself in the sloshing of the Earth’s large

bodies of water. At any one time, one side of the Earth would have a ro-

tational velocity in the opposite direction to the velocity of the solar orbit,

whilst the opposing side of the Earth would have a rotational velocity in the

same direction as the velocity of the solar orbit. As such, the water on Earth,

”because of its fluidity”20 and hence different material properties, would be

accelerated and decelerated once every 24 hours. This, he argued, was the

primary mechanism of the diurnal tides.

17Galilei 1632/1967, p. 424.
18Ibid., p. 424.
19Ibid., p. 428.
20Ibid., p. 417.
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Accusation of ad hoc methodology

Firstly, for the purposes of the following discussion I shall outline a working

definition of the ’ad hoc’ methodology described by Feyerabend. By ad hoc, I

refer to the presence of numerous unsupported hypotheses which modify a

scientific theory in order to overcome unexpected anomalies which would

otherwise make the theory falsifiable.

Feyerabend, in his book Against Method, suggests that Galileo makes

use of ad hoc hypotheses and propaganda-like ”psychological tricks” to

persuade his readers of the Copernican doctrine.21 It is therefore implied

that in developing his theories, Galileo is using his imagination to create

experiments and observations which may never have been conducted, and

proceeds to present them as if they are obvious and known to all. This would

appear to be incompatible with orthodox logical reasoning on the basis of

reliable empirical evidence. However, it is difficult to believe that Galileo

would dismiss Kepler’s lunar theory of the tides, which had been published

seven years previously, based on a mere hunch which he embellished with

thought experiments.22 Surely, he must have been convinced by strong

evidence and careful reasoning?

The views of Feyerabend are by no means agreed upon. Goosens, for

example, argues that Feyerabend has fundamentally misinterpreted Ga-

lileo’s text; he points out that Galileo’s refutation of the Aristotelian tower

argument can be tested independently of the phenomena being debated,

and is therefore not ad hoc but instead ”rationally convincing” and ”one of

almost pure logic”.23

Similarly, Machamer suggests that Feyerabend is misleading in his selec-

tion of quotes from Galileo and in his interpretation of the arguments. Most

importantly for the purposes of this discussion, Feyerabend failed to give

any attention to Galileo’s theory of the tides, despite this being ”his strongest

and most direct argument for the Copernican hypothesis”.24 It therefore

remains unclear as to whether Galileo’s methods had been fully inspected

21Feyerabend 1993, pp. 65, 77, 102, 118.
22Kepler 1609, p. 5.
23Goosens 1980, p. 224 & 227.
24Machamer 1973, p. 6.
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and evaluated by Feyerabend prior to the claim that ad hoc reasoning was

involved. The remainder of this discussion aims to demonstrate that it is

not valid to apply this accusation of ad hoc methodology universally across

all of Galileo’s arguments, given that, as the following argument will show,

his theory of the tides was logically reasoned using supporting empirical

evidence. This will serve to directly refute the long-held view that Galileo’s

use of his tidal theory to support the Copernican doctrine is a ”curious

aberration from an otherwise well-reasoned argument”.25

Addressing the theory’s shortcomings and refutations

If Galileo were to have used ad hoc methodology, it is likely to be evident

following analysis of the way in which he accounted for any shortcomings

in his theory of the tides.

Semi-diurnal tides

Galileo’s theory was unable to account for there being two tides in one

day, and this was an issue he declared and commented on.26 He believed

that secondary causes, such as the dimensions of a sea’s basin, would mod-

ulate the oscillatory effect of the primary cause to generate tides with a

semi-diurnal frequency in some locations,.27 Given Galileo’s limited access

to incomplete empirical data on semi-diurnal tides in certain ports on the

Mediterranean, their nature would likely have exhibited no real pattern

but would instead be seemingly random.28 With this in mind, attributing

location-dependent factors to the effect was arguably a rather sensible con-

clusion to draw, but Galileo spent little time attempting to resolve this issue

further, given Kepler’s rival lunar theory could not account for the effect

either.
25Aiton 1965a.
26Galilei 1632/1967, p. 432.
27Zirker 2013.
28Galilei 1632/1967, p. 433.
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Monthly and annual tidal variations

An additional unexplained phenomena which Galileo chooses to address

is that of monthly neap and spring tides as well as annual variations in

tidal height.29 The cause of these phenomena, he reasons, must be a cor-

responding variation in the motion of the Earth, that is, a change in force

of the primary cause of the diurnal tides. It is argued that the generation

of an uneven velocity of the vessels of water on the Earth’s surface is by

combination of the diurnal rotation and the annual motion of the Earth, thus

creating an uneven compound motion. Therefore, a variation in this motion,

necessary to produce the monthly and annual phenomena, can be achieved

in several ways; firstly, by acceleration and retardation of the annual motion

whilst the diurnal motion remains constant; secondly, by acceleration and

retardation of the diurnal motion whilst the annual motion remains constant;

finally, a combination of the previous two possibilities.

Galileo argues that the phenomena must be caused by a combination

of both motions varying, for if one were to remain constant, one of the

two phenomena in question would not occur.30 He proceeds to explain the

unevenness of the velocity of the Earth’s solar orbit with reference to the

relationship between a pendulum’s frequency and its length, stating that

the influence of the lunar orbit around the Earth causes the Earth to change

its solar orbit speed. This is in contrast to Kepler’s theory that orbits are not

perfectly circular but are instead elliptical and thus bodies will naturally

have non-uniform motion. However, by considering the Earth and moon as

a single system, he states that when the moon is new (and hence the system

as a whole is closest to the Sun) the Earth will be moving at its greatest

speed, and retards to a minimum speed when the moon is full (when the

system as a whole is furthest from the Sun), thus accounting for the monthly

tidal phenomenon.31 The annual tidal phenomenon is, he argues, therefore

accounted for by tilting of the rotational axis of the Earth in a similar manner

to the way in which we now understand the change in seasons.32 By tilting,

29Galilei 1632/1967, p. 445.
30Ibid., p. 448.
31Ibid., p. 453.
32Ibid., p.l 457.
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the effect of the diurnal rotation of the Earth on the primary cause of the

tides (a combination of annual and diurnal motions) is diminished.

Galileo is able to provide these explanations without knowledge of the

principles of gravity. Instead, he relates his ideas to well established physical

models (such as that of a pendulum) and widely understood (though not

necessarily well accepted) concepts, such as that the moon orbits the Earth

with a monthly periodicity, whilst the Earth orbits the Sun with an annual

periodicity. It is important to bear this context in mind when evaluating

the validity of Galileo’s arguments.33 However, there are clearly issues with

this explanation, namely that Galileo’s model predicts only one spring and

one neap tide each month, when in fact there are two of each.34 Galileo

does not address this, and therefore it is unclear whether he is aware of the

problem or not;35 it is plausible that data recordings of the true nature of

the tidal variations were not made available to Galileo at the time of his

writing, given that he erroneously believed that relatively small bodies of

water such as the Red Sea are not tidal.36 It wasn’t until reading Dialogue that

Galileo’s contemporary Giovanni Battista Baliani contacted him to provide

more empirical evidence.37

A perpetual wind blowing from the east

Following the conclusion that the tides provided evidence for the motion

of the Earth, Simplicio presents an Aristotelian objection, that of why a

perpetual wind blowing from the east is not felt.38 More remarkably, this is

in fact a direct accusation of ad hoc methodology; Simplicio points out that

air is arguably ”very light” (more so than water), has even greater ”fluid”

properties than water (as described by Galileo previously) and is ’less affixed

to the earth’s surface”. Therefore, by Salviati’s own argument, unlike water

it should share virtually none of the Earth’s diurnal motion, and people on

Earth should surely expect to ”feel a wind from the east perpetually beating

33Scott 2015.
34Naylor 2007, p. 16.
35Ibid., p. 17.
36Galilei 1632/1967, p. 433.
37Naylor 2007, p. 17.
38Galilei 1632/1967, p. 436.
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against us with intolerable force” if the Earth really is rotating.39 Galileo, via

Salviati, refutes this by suggesting that the air follows the Earth’s motions

due to being swept along by the ”roughness of the terrestrial surface”, such

as by mountains, as well as due to the incorporation of Earthly ”vapours,

fumes and exhalations”, which should naturally follow the diurnal motion.40

Whilst at first this may appear to be a clear example of ad hoc methodo-

logy, this hypothesis is actually reasoned from empirical evidence; as Galileo

states, ”actual experience strongly confirms this philosophical argument”.41

Galileo goes on to point out that these causative factors are not present

everywhere on Earth, such as the large flat surface of the oceans. Here, one

would therefore expect an easterly wind, and he presents evidence that this

is indeed felt. For example, he states that ships travelling west across the

Atlantic Ocean from Europe to the West Indies or across the Pacific Ocean

from Mexico to India do so far more quickly than when making their return

trip in an easterly direction. Furthermore, he states that westbound trips

made across the Mediterranean are made 25% quicker than those in the

opposite direction, according to records.42 With these data to hand, it is

perhaps unsurprising that Galileo was convinced of his own explanation of

this potential refutation.

Therefore, Galileo’s response to this Aristotelian refutation was founded

on reasoning from empirical evidence rather than ad hoc methodology. In

the absence of an appreciation of the concept of gravity, Galileo’s conclusion

was arguably a valid one based upon the principles of material properties

and observed phenomena.

Conclusion

It has been argued that Galileo’s tidal theory uses logical reasoning and

rigorous methodology rather than the kind of ad hoc approach described by

Feyerabend. Analysis of the arguments presented in the Fourth Day and the

39Galilei 1632/1967, p. 437.
40Ibid., p. 439.
41Ibid., p. 439.
42Ibid., p. 441.
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methodology used to explain three Aristotelian objections has shown that

whilst Galileo may not have been able to confidently explain all reported

tidal phenomena without some speculation or uncertainty, on the whole his

theory was rationally convincing.
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